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Senate's agenda
See what improvements your
hall senators have up their
sleeves. fry.
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Chatterboxes
Taylor students are doing a
lot more talking than listen
ing.
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Napping in chapel
Who's to blame? A letter to
the editor pins it all on the
speaker.
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Accessibility
Is Taylor's campus accessi
ble to persons who are
6
mobility impaired?
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Latter days
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Over the Rhine celebrates ten
years of quiet music with a
loud message. fry,,
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Team spirit

See why the Volleyball team
thinks they're "gonna win" this
weekend against Tri-State.
fry-. 12

Updated version
of '80's Night a
great success
HILLARY BOSS
Staff Writer

Last night, Taylor students
filled Rediger Auditorium to par
ticipate in the first annual 90's
night.
Students performed songs by
Dave Matthews, Counting Crows
and Backstreet Boys, among oth
ers. The theme this for this year
was "Two guys, a TV and a
remote control." The skits were
based on popular television
shows of this decade, including
The Simpsons, Seinfeld, and ER.
"Everyone that was here liked
it," said senior Hazel Hasler.
Senior Justin Berger agreed. "I
thought it was very strong. It was
a great introduction to a new era
of the event." Berger participated
in two of the acts.
Previously known as 80's
night, SAC decided to change the
events name to 90's night
because it was time for some
thing new, according to SAC
Special Events Coordinator
Michelle Enyeart. "It was time
for a change, especially with the
new millennium," she said.
Senior Amanda Nagel agreed. "I
enjoyed it more than 80's night

because I knew the
songs," she said.
SAC Creativity
Consultant
Kevin
Flaherty said that
overall
people
responded well. "I
was
disappointed
with
the
sound,
though," he said.
Tim Koons and his
band
performed
"Ants Marching" by
Dave Matthews, but
the audience couldn't
hear Tim's gyitar.
Even with the techni
cal problems, several
people said that act
was one of their
favorites.
"Because it's livg
music and not c.d.'s
like Airband, there is
so much technical
NOEL SHUTT -The Echo
stuff," said Enyeart.
She said that the SAC Jason Hillier kneels during his group's performance of the Backstreet
members and the Boys hit song, "I want it that way." 90s Night, formerly known as 80's
sound crew have been Night, is one of SAC's biggest and most anticipated events of the year.
working long hours to
bright blue beehive wig.
said, "I liked the skits more than
put it all together.
I liked the singing."
Peter Von Tobel and Chuck
The audience members also
90's night will continue to
Hackney played the "two guys"
enjoyed the skits, especially
entertain Taylor students as the
on the couch who introduced
Seinfeld. Berger said, "Bish
new millennium begins. As for
each skit. Academic Dean Walt
(Aaron Bisheimer) played the
the first one, "It was definitely a
Campbell made a special appear
best Kramer I've ever seen."
success.
Everyone
reajly
ance when he joined them on the
Another popular one was The
enjoyed
themselves,"
Enyeart
couch.
Simpsons, where Cindy Norman
Sophomore Angela Gordon
said.
played Marge Simpson wearing a

TU catalog changes planned for fall of 2000
Majors and minors to be added, suspended
Friday
Scattered showers
Low 43, high 61
Saturday
Cloudy.
Low 42, high 47.
Sunday
Partly cloudy.
Low 37, high 58.

KAREN PENNER
News Editor

Several changes will be made
to Taylor's curriculum for the
year 2000, including the addi
tions and suspensions of several
academic programs. The new
programs in effect include: an
environmental science minor, a
BA geography major, a BA/BS
environmental geology major, a
BA/BS environmental physics
major, and the addition of com
munity and urban development,

family studies, professional
studies and applied sociology
and technology to the sociology
major. A literature minor was
also approved to be effective
immediately.
The programs were made
available due to an anonymous
gift, operational budgeting and
grants. The funding was grant
ed to the previous environmen
tal and geography programs
because Michael Guebert, pro
fessor of geology, had the prop

er qualifications to teach the
classes.
Steve Bedi, associate vice
president for academic affairs,
thought that the addition of
these programs will prove bene
ficial to both Taylor and the stu
dents.
"I believe that we [Taylor] are
using our resources wisely and
want to offer programs that will
benefit Taylor graduates in the
future."
Suspending certain programs

also came with the addition of
the other programs. These pro
grams include an environmental
management major, environ
mental
economics
major,
physics-environmental science
major, environmental science
program (Interdisciplinary cur
riculum),
athletic
training
minor, education religious stud
ies certificate and religious stud
ies certificate. The suspension
of these programs will be in
effect at various times this
school year. Among the sus-

See CHANGES, page 2
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IS reports ResNet 'running smoothly'
According to Mahan
network operating at
99.9 percent avail
ability, despite an
increase of 350 stu
dent users since last
year
KAREN PENNER
News Editor

The Taylor Campus Network
system, ResNet (short for
Residential Network), has been
running smoothly in spite of the
fact that there are now 1,000 stu
dents connected from their rooms
vs. the 650 students who were
connected last year. " There are
about 19 million 'hits' a month
from students on campus, and the
network has still had an avail
ability of 99.9 percent," stated
Art Mahan, associate vice presi
dent for information resources.
The network was reevaluated
and upgraded this summer, after
a series of problems last school
year. The server had the tenden
cy to "go down," cutting students
off from the internet.
Mahan explained that the rea

son for last year's complications
was due to the fact that several
projects were being completed in
one summer (summer of 1998),
and because the volume of
Internet usage by the students.
The network couldn't keep up
with the demand. The projects
included wiring the halls, setting
up the new Email system, the
new network, and the new inter
net filter process.
Students generally have positive
comments on the upgraded net
work system. "I've been able to
get on the internet easily and
more often without the server
always going down," said
Amanda Gunderson (Sr.).
Despite all the positive feedback
some students believe that the
internet has worsen. "It is impos
sible to get on the internet
between the hours of three and
five," said Mike Dowden (Sr.)
There has also been one major
complaint
about
ResNet.
Students have said that when
completing an Email, it won't
send. "It is frustrating that many
times, when I click on the send
tab, it just won't send," stated
James Mikolajczyk (So.).

•
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Students take time to check their Email and search the internet in the Zondervan Library.
Although there were multiple problems with the internet service last year, this semester
all systems are running well, making life easier for students and staff alike.
In response to the problems con
cerning the internet system,
Mahan explained that one of the
problems associated with that
could be the amount of people on
the internet at one time. This, in

Senate eyes new projects
Sidewalks, benches
club funding and ice
machines among
Klipp's objectives
for this year's
Student Senate
JUUE HUBER
Staff Writer

Coinless laundry. Fall break. No
classes on Martin Luther King Jr.
Day. Some of the nice perks of
being a part of the Taylor com
munity. If you enjoy any of these,
thank your nearest Taylor
Senator.
"We're trying to be more public
this year," says senior Taylor
Senate Chairman, Steve Klipp.
"In previous years, Senate has
typically done the outside dirty
work." But not this year. Klipp
says that his group of 17 Senators
are trying to be more available
and open about what they are
doing this year.
Senate is composed of one rep
resentative per 100 residents.
Students run for office in the
spring, with each residence hall
voting for his or her choice of
senators. The group then meets
every week the following year
and forms various committees to

oversee special projects and pro
posals for Taylor's campus and
student body.
Once an issue is proposed, the
group researches it and attempts
to gain faculty and staff support.
If it is passed, student body pres
ident James Kutnow is the first to
review it and may either veto it or
pass it on. President Jay Kesler is
ultimately the last in line to
approve it.
Lindsay Thomas, a sophomore
from Olson Hall, says the Senate
is currently working on the
approval of club funding. She
says that different Taylor clubs
present themselves to Senate. If
they are deemed a worthy cause,
Senate grants them their request
for funds. "We just try to be good
stewards of the money that we've
been given."
Thomas's individual project is
the Food Committee. They are
discussing various options for
flexibility with the food in both
the DC and the Grill. "Obviously
we must be realistic with what we
can do - not everyone can eat at
the Grill. But most small schools
do have some flexibility in how
they eat."
Olson Hall Senator Renee
Butterfield, a sophomore, is part
of the ethnic and minority affairs

committee. "We're trying
to increase awareness on campus
and see what we can do to help
the situation."
Other projects cited for the year
include building a sidewalk
between the DC and library; put
ting both ice and copy machines
in each of the residence halls;
placing benches on campus; and
creating a designated spot for
freshmen parking.
Senate secretary Torrey Barger,
a senior, says they have a great
group of Senators working hard
this year. "If you want anything
done, go to you Senators!" she
says. Most resident halls have a
board in either the lobby or on
each wing for students to write
their suggestions for change.
"That is how the whole process
begins.
With
the
student
requests." Senators then may
present the ideas to Senate for
approval.
Barger also edits the newsletter,
The Senator, which periodically
appears on the DC tables. "It's a
good way for everyone to stay up
to date with what we're doing."
Thomas says her time on Senate
is a rewarding experience. "It's a
great way to meet people and
work with TSO... I want to be
involved."

turn, could cause a problem with
the speed of the network and with
the Email. Mahan also encour
aged students to Email the sup
port team when they have prob
lems, and the problem will be

looked over. The Email address
is ResNet@tayloru.edu. "The
internet is there not only for aca
demic and research purposes, but
also to socialize .... Students
should have fun with it."

From CHANGES, page 1
pended programs is the ath
letic training major.
An
administrative decision was
made to delay the accredita
tion self-study for the this
program. No students will be
able to add or switch to this
major (effective immediate
ly), but it will continue for
students currently enrolled in
the program. This major was
suspended because the level
of interest (gauged by the
number of students enrolled
into the program) was low
and new resources were
required for the major. The
new resources (such as a one
to eight professor/student
ratio requirement) were too
costly for the amount of stu
dents enrolled in the pro
gram. Also influencing the
decision for the suspension
was the size of the market for

athletic training and the fact
that many schools are offer
ing the major. Competing
with those schools with the
low amount of students
involved is too expensive for
Taylor's current budget. Jeff
Marcee, head athletic trainer
and assistant professor in
physical
education
and
human performance said,
"It's unfortunate that the pro
gram had to be eliminated,
for it holds the potential of
producing
evangelical
Christian workers in the ath
letic medical field.
Unlike
other schools, we do not offer
other programs associated
with the field, such as a nurs
ing program or physical ther
apy." Taylor will continue to
evaluate the curriculum in
order to ensure it is best uti
lizing its resources.

Correction
In the November 12th issue of The Echo, Dwight
Jessup was incorrectly named as the chair of the presi
dential search committee.
Also, The Echo regrets overlooking the sexist under
tones of the word "man" in describing Taylor's next pres
ident. The question was meant to include both male
and female candidates.

THE ECHO
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CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Relatives of an EgyptAir co
pilot continue to defend him against suggestions he
intentionally crashed flight 990 into the ocean. A
cousin of Gemeel El-Batouty says committing suicide
would have been out of character and didn't fit "his
sense of honor." Sherif El-Batouty says the family
welcomes the greater Egyptian role in the crash inves
tigation. Many Egyptians say US investigators and
media have been too quick to point fingers at the co
pilot.
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THE VALLEY, Anguilla (AP) - Hurricane Lenny has
stalled pff Saint Maarten. Earlier, the killer storm had
pounded the Dutch, French and British Islands of the
Northeast Caribbean and left a trail of debris and con
fusion in its wake. The late-season storm has killed at
least four people and rattled nerves throughout the
region as it careened on a zig-zag path along a rare
west-to-east course before cdtming to an abrupt halt off
Saint Maarten. By late afternoon, its winds were at
120 miles per hour. Lenny is threatening a direct hit
on Saint Maarten, and is expected to start a slow move
to the northeast. The Hurricane is unlikely to strike
the US mainland, but officials at the National
Hurricane Center say Lenny could bring heavy surf
capable of eroding Florida's beaches.

/

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) - The American
negotiator who helped nurture a second peace agree
ment for Northern Ireland thinks this one will be the
clincher. George Mitchell, the former senator from
Maine, believes the compromise will finally lead to
formation of a Protestant-Catholic government, and
disarming of the IRA. Under the deal, the main
British Protestant party, the Ulster unionist has
dropped its demand that the IRA hand in its weapons
before a new four-party government is formed.
Instead, talks on disarmament will begin the day the
IRA's political ally, Sinn Fein, is officially recognized
by the the unionists. Both events are expected in early
December, if the leader of the unionists can overcome
considerable opposition within his party.

Hair Benders
121W. Main
Gas City. IN
674-8133

20% Student Discount!
Manicures, Pedicures,
and Acrylics.
Evening Appointments
available.

ISLAMABAD,
Pakistanff/ie
Indianapolis Star) The military gov
ernment rounded up
hundreds
of
Pakistan's
most
powerful
and
wealthy to make
good on its promise
to rid the country's
political ranks. The
raids began hours
after a deadline
expired for debtors
to repay loans or
face
criminal
charges.
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10:00 a.m. -- Chapel - Or.

Football vs. Missouri Valley
College
M Basketball Taylor
Invitational Toumey
W Volleyball Regional
Toumey
W CC at NAIA National
Meet Kenosha, Wl
8:15p.m. - SAC Concert:
Over the Rhine

Joe Seaborn
W Volleyball Regional
Tourney
2:00p.m.- W Basketball
Olivet Nazarene
Tournament
M Basketball Taylor
Invitational Tourney
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JASPER, Texas (AP) - The last of three white men
to stand trial for the brutal dragging death of James
Byrd Junior was found guilty of murder, but spared
execution. Shawn Allen Berry, who insisted he was
just a frightened bystander, was sentenced to life in
prison. His roommates have both been sentenced to
death. Berry will be eligible for parole in 40 years.
Prosecutors called no witnesses in the punishment
phase, but introduced evidence regarding Berry's prior
convictions for burglary and drunken driving. Nine
people, including a defense psychiatrist, several of
Berry's friends and his girlfriend, all testified that
Berry wouldn't be a future threat to society. Berry
also took the stand in the punishment phase, and again
proclaimed his innocence.
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP) - Rescue workers
are continuing their careful search of a twisted pile of
logs at Texas A and M University. At least nine stu
dents were killed, and more than two dozen hurt when
a 40 foot high bonfire structure collapsed without
warning early yesterday. Authorities say six bodies
have been pulled from the debris. Rescuers say they
have seen at least three more bodies in the wreckage.
Fire officials had said earlier that five students were
unaccounted for. Crews have spent jjours working to
remove the hundreds of logs that made up the tradi
tional Thanksgiving bonfire pile. The pile is usually
lit the night before the school's football game against
the University of Texas. Next week's bonfire has now
been canceled. The 40 foot pyramid of logs had
dozens of SttHte«t%on it when it came crashing down.
DECATUR, Illinois (AP) - Six students wjtio were
expelled from high schcrbf after a fight at a football
game, have begun enrolling in alternative schools.
They were accompanied today by the Reverend Jesse
Jackson. Jackson says his actions don't mean he's
giving up his fight to get them back into regular class
es. The students are expected to begin classes
Monday in the alternative program. School officials
have agreed to cut the expulsions to one year, instead
of two years, and to let the students enroll immediate
ly in alternative schools. Jackson, however, is push
ing a compromise that would make the students eligi
ble for reinstatement as early as January, if they do
well in the alternative schools.
DENVER, Colorado (AP) - Members of Denver's
homeless community are arming themselves with
knives, pipes and railroad spikes following the discov
ery of two more murdered transients. The latest vic
tims had been decapitated. The discovery brings the
total number of victims to seven since early
September. Authorities had hoped the killings would
end following last week's arrest of seven young peo
ple in one of the beating deaths. Investigators have
theorized that the deaths are the result of a turf war
between a group of "mall rats", homeless young peo
ple along the downtown 16th Avenue Pedestrian mall
and park.
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10:00 a.m. - Chapel - Dr.

Richard Allen Farmer

tues.
23
7:00 p.m. -W Basketball at

Ohio Dominican
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The Indy Racing League has
announced that Leo Mehl will step down as the League's
executive director, effective December third. Mehl says
he wants to spend more time with his wife and family.
Mehl was responsible for the day to day operations of
the IRL during a time of growth, innovation and turmoil.
He was in charge for such introductions as the IRL's
new Chassis and four liter engine package in 1997, and
safety enhancements on the 1998 Chassis. Under
Mahl's leadership, the IRL also introduced a new point
system in 1998 that created a proper balance of rewards
for race victories and consistent finishes. The league
also introduced and successfully implemented the poly
ethylene energy dissipating system, known as the Peds
Barrier, in May of 1998 at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway. This new, energy-absorbing barrier was a
revolutionary step forward in track safety.
STATEHOUSE (AP) - A republican candidate for gov
ernor would like to mandate that Indiana schools teach
children to read using phonics. John Price says many
public schools embrace whole language to teach read
ing. Price says that method has been proven to be inef
fective. He wants systematic, intensive phonics taught
to help improve the reading skills of Indiana children.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Last year's Miss America has
carried her campaign for early diagnosis of diabetes to
Indianapolis. Nicole Johnson hooked up with Eli Lilly
after winning the Miss America crown for a year-long
awareness campaign to nudge those estimated millions
into diabetes screenings. Lilly estimates five million
Americans don't know that they are diabetic. Johnson
says the symptoms are easy to rationalize away.
STINESVILLE (AP) - The owner of a limestone mine
has followed a judg^®®ffflf1ffi|led environmen
tal control equipment at the mine, feoosier
Calcium
Corporation Mine officials say a filtering device will
control dust frpm its stone-crushing .operation. An
Indiana Department of Environmentll Management
inspector will visit the mine soon to determine if the
device is working properly. A judge las| month threat
ened to shut ddivn the mine if the controls were not
installed.
I
GARY (AP) - Cfery is the backdrop for an action movie.
A Chicago based film company is filming scenes for
"Lana's Rain" in'the old Saint Mary Medical Center.
The film centers around the fate- of two Bosnian
refugees. Producer Joel Goodman called Gary a very
resourceful place for filming. The film is employing
extras from Gary, Valparaiso and Hammond.
CARMEL (AP) - The midwest independent system
operator has announced that it plans to locate its head
quarters in Carmel. The midwest ISO is a consortium of
14 electric utility companies covering a region from
Pennsylvania to Colorado. The decision to put the
group's headquarters in the Carmel area will bring more
than 200 new high paying, high tech jobs to the area.
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Thanksgiving Praise

Thanksgiving Day

12:00p.m.- Classes End
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The stillness
of dusk was
enveloping.
Darren and 1
walked
away
from the track
but I couldn't
walk away from my thoughts.
Today was no different that any
other practice, yet something
was lingering, other than the
smell of perspiration. Even
though it is still preseason, I
know that I'm a couple of steps
behind where I could be-where
I should be. Discouragement
began to creep in. It made its
typical entry, progressing in
intensity.
There are a number of
responses people have after
identifying discouragement, my
favorite happens to be rationali
zation. My mind wandered
back to the sixth grade. There 1
was with all of my friends,
when our discovery became a
defining moment. We found a
nearly empty pack of cigarettes.
The brand still escapes me, but

Guest Columnist:

the aroma does not. None of us
turned down the opportunity;
our curiosities would not allow
it. After that I was a regular
smoker. Four years later I quit.
Time has passed since this lapse
of sensibility, but harder training
has shown me that some of the

"Something tells me
that God would rather
see us recalling His
faithfulness instead
of our failures."
-Rob Morris
effects remain.
1 reasoned that my running was
shy of its potential because of
these past choices. My team
mate Darren pointed out that this
obstacle could be overcomewith hard work. We continued
to walk. Determination surfaced
and I knew that my old habit
would not get me down; I was
certain of it. The gravel shifted

beneath my feet, my thoughts
shifted beneath the clouds. How
was this problem different than
any of the challenges that I face
every day? Finally the bigger
picture started to make sense.
All of us have made choices that
could hinder our progress. Isn't
it tempting to let our previous
failures determine what attitude
we will have when facing cur
rent obstacles? Sometimes this
entire process is subconscious.
A defeatist approach is not
God's will; He wants us to be
victorious. All too often we
embrace our limitations rather
than Christ's overcoming power.
Why? One reason might be our
self-centered focus. An article
in Men's Health pointedly
observed that "by concentrating
on how much further you need
to go, you forget how far you've
come." Something tells me that
God would rather see us recall
ing His faithfulness instead of
our failures. "No, in all these
things we are more than con
querors through Him who loved
us" (1 Cor. 8:37). The stillness
of dusk was enveloping. Keep
running the race.
-Rob Morris

Happy Medium

Recently it
has occurred
to me how
loud this cam
pus
has
become. Not
literally
of
course,
but
rather in the public forums and
social channels and the little
pieces of paper on the tables in
the DC, there is a deafening
cacophony of opinion. It's get
ting so that I can't even hear my
own self-pity. Everyone is
intent on exercising his or her
right to be heard while oblivi
ous to the reality that no one is
listening.
As with all truth, this phe
nomenon can be summed up in
a trite cliche: everyone has an
opinion. The Taylor Upland
student body consists of 1900
egos, each convinced of it's
own superior perspective on
any given issue. The factor that
heightens this at Taylor is that
we have all professed, at least
upon
admission,
to
be
Christians. This affords us the
luxury of a clear-cut stereotype
against which to voice our rage.
The more "experienced" stu
dent with an illegitimate child
and a past of drug addiction
attacks "Taylor Christians" who
have no idea how low a person
can get. The minority student

wages war against the "Taylor
Christians," rich EuropeanAmericans who don't have to
stand out in a crowd. Super
Christians lambaste Taylor
"Christians" who profess with
their lips but still watch R-rated
movies. The problem is that
once everyone has had a say,
there remains no one to hold the
blame.
The anonymous student publi
cation The Underground has
become the primary forum for
such complaints. I say this not
to discredit the paper — its
intentions are noble. However,
as evidenced by the recent letter
written by an agnostic Taylor
student, certain contributions
fall short of edifying. Perhaps
the author's heart was in the
right place, but the letter, which
explained an intellectual journey
to a non-Christian philosophy,
degenerated into the assertion of
many others, which basically
states, "You need to keep an
open mind, but mine is made up,
and you are wrong."
Who has an open mind? Not
you. Certainly not me. I enter
any given situation with biases
built up over a lifetime, and
assumptions both warranted and
irrational. When I sense my ide
ology or my individuality threat
ened, my immediate reaction is
defensiveness and the desire to

gain the intellectual upper hand,
and pretty soon my opinion is
out there with the rest, so at
least you know how I feel. You
don't have to listen, however,
and chances are you don't,
because I didn't listen to you.
Love is not selfish, and "if I
speak in the tongues of men and
angels, but have not love, I am
only a resounding gong or a
clanging cymbal." When out of
our selfish pride or anger we
respond to the criticism and atti
tudes of others, our most
insightful words only add to the
noise.
-Aaron Williamson
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The musings of an angsty duck
I live on
Sammy
II.
Many of my
"friends" have
asked why I
would want to
live in such a
Sodom
and
Gomorrah. Men dance naked in
the showers. Basketball games
are regularly played in women's
clothing. If you look closely,
you might see a man wearing a
stuffed bunny rabbit around his
neck or a ball and chain around
his ankle. Names like Otro,
Chalupa, Tiny, Kid, and Scab are
heard echoing through the halls.
We are the rejects on campus.
We are the red-headed stepchild
that gets shut in the attic when
company comes.
It is to this brothel of destruc
tion that I retreat. It is where I
can avoid the American Eagle
wearing masses. Reality is bent
on Sammy II. But, most impor
tantly, there are no giggly girls
on Sammy II.
Speaking of girls, I feel that I

should address the issue of
Sammy IPs stance on girls.
When girls ask me where I live,
the usual response is "Oh7 the
floor that hates girls." We do not
hate girls; well, not all of us.
There are a few of us who cannot
stand the wretched beasts. The
rest of the floor just gets frustrat
ed with them. The reason for this
alleged woman hatred is due to
the dating environment here at
Taylor. Before I start sounding
like Mike Schueler, I just want to
say to everyone here at Taylor,
LIGHTEN UP! Two dates does
not equal engagement ring, stu
pid girls.
But I digress, Sammy II is the
bottom of the barrel. People get
physically sick when you enter a
room. Women think you are gay,'
and even The Brotherhood will
not associate with you. But I love
this place, the septic tank of
Taylor, because on Sammy II 1
can escape from this world and
just sit in a corner and wonder,
"Why are girls so dumb?"
-Ben Reed
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The Echo, Taylor University
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Upland, IN 46989-1001
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I lie opinions expressed in Leliers lo the Editor do not necessarily represent The heho, its staff or Taylor University.
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Editorial:

The purpose of
The Echo
There are many misconceptions on Taylor's cam
pus about the purpose and mission of The Echo. We
hope that this editorial will set the record straight.

The Echo is a student-run publication, and its pri
mary purpose is to serve the Taylor community. We
are independent, uncensored and responsible for
everything that appears in print. Despite what many
may think, we are not a university public relations
tool. Nor are we a bulletin board for posting press
releases and upcoming campus events, although we
try to include them whenever possible. We are stu
dents, and that means we are learning how to
become journalists. As students, we sometimes make
mistakes, but often we learn our most important les
sons from these mistakes." Although we are not pro
fessionals, we strive for the qualities that a profes
sional possesses. Our goal is to present campus news
in a manner that is truthful and unbiased.
Newspapers exist to inform the public of the news
and events happening around them. The Echo is no
different. As stated in our masthead, The Echo's
goal is to tell the truth in a tactful and timely fashion.
Although rumor has it that The Echo primarily cov
ers only "controversial" or "sensational" stories, this
is by no means the intent of the staff. Though some
of the stories we cover in the paper may be of a con
troversial nature, controversy is not our goal; truth
is. And we have often found the truth itself to be
more controversial than anything we could fabricate.
Unfortunately, the truth is not always pleasant,
and, on occasion, may reflect negatively upon
Taylor. We hope that in bringing certain issues to
light, they will be addressed in a proactive manner
by responsible parties. We do not target campus vis
itation days or special event weeks to highlight neg
ative news at Taylor. We make it our business to try
to be sensitive to each issue presented on these occa
sions, but we would be practicing bad journalistic
principles by holding a story for the purposes of
maintaining a good image. Any respectable newspa
per, however prestigious, would do the same.
Because The Echo is a student newspaper, we wel
come and depend on the criticsm, opinions and
thoughts of the students and faculty-our readers. We
receive the majority of our negative feedback
through the 'grapevine' however, and would prefer
to hear it directly from the source. We cannot
improve unless we are given feedback, but it needs
to be given in a constructive way. We do our best to
honor all letters to the editor, but due to space issues,
we cannot always print everything we receive. We
encourage all students, faculty and staff to write us
and voice their opinions. We want our readers to be
able to participate in creating The Echo each week,
and letters to the editor are the best way to do that.
As a staff, we appreciate the support of so many
members of the Taylor community who faithfully
read The Echo every Friday. We promise to continue
to improve The Echo each week, because we believe
that Taylor deserves nothing less than the relentless
pursuit of perfection.

^Editor
I appreciate the letter writer's
concern about sleeping in
Chapel, but as an experienced
speaker and teacher who was vis
iting friends at Taylor last week,
I'd like to point out that it has
always been the responsibility of
the speaker to keep his audience
awake and not vice-versa. Any
speaker who fails to make his
subject matter and presentation
style engaging and persuasive
enough should not be given the
chance to waste hundreds of man
hours (and woman hours) of their
listener's valuable time. Today's
speakers are particularly chal
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lenged, due to the fact that most
of our listeners are conditioned to
TV. They are used to ten minutes
of fast action punctuated by 2
minutes of a commercial break.
As a result, every good speaker
knows that they must punctuate
their sermons, talks and lectures
with breaks and stories and ser
mon dependencies to keep the
audience hanging on their every
word. Moving around the stage,
using gestures and different voic
es for different characters adds to
the power of the delivery. By
watching some of the great
speakers and learning their styles
it is possible to deliver a 3-hour
technical lecture and still keep
the class engaged and interested.

Unfortunately, the difference in
delivering an engaging lecture or
sermon and a boring lecture or
sermon is usually about 12 more
hours of preparation by the
speaker. Hours of preparation
focused on style and structure,
that is. May I suggest that some
speakers aren't dedicated enough
or don't have the time to spend
those hours preparing a sermon
that even a sleepy person would
listen to. It is no use complaining
that the audience is not interested
and should stay in bed. A good
speaker can make even a person
who came to Chapel to sleep stay
alert and listen closely, by the
power of their delivery.

-Neil Mammen

*
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Handicapped accessibility on Taylor's campus:
Imagine life without the use of
your arms or legs. You are per
petually bound to a mobile uni
verse of plastic and steel.
Independence is your goal, yet
you are not ffee-you are held
back by circumstances beyond
your control. At times, accom
plishing simple, everyday activ
ities proves to be the most diffi
cult part of your day.
For some members of the
Taylor community, this makebelieve scenario is a reality.
Christine Lay, part-time secre
tary for University Relations, is
one such example. Lay knows
the challenge that life in a
wheelchair brings. At just two
weeks of age Lay was stricken
with polio. She is now confined
to a wheelchair.
According to the American
Disabilities Act (ADA), which
was enacted in July of 1990,
discrimination on the basis of
disability in employment, pro
grams and services provided by
state and local governments,
goods and services provided by
private companies, and in com
mercial facilities is strictly pro
hibited.
Though Bill Stoops, director of
the physical plant, said that
Taylor is in complete compli
ance with the ADA, a growing
group of individuals on campus,
like Lay, feel that compliance
simply isn't enough.
Judy Hill, evening supervisor
for the Educational Technology
Center, agreed that more needs
to be done. Hill, who spent six
weeks in a wheelchair following
ankle
surgery,
said
that,
"Sometimes legally accessible is
a far, far cry from actual inde
pendent functioning..."
The ADA requires Taylor and
other institutions like it to make
all new buildings accessible to
mobility-disabled persons, whe
ther they are in a wheelchair or
are using an artificial limb.
Structures built before 1990 are
not required to meet the ADA's
standards. If however, a building
undergoes any major renovation,
then that renovation must
include bringing the building up
to speed with the ADA's regula
tions. This means that while
many of Taylor's buildings are
accessible, many are not.
Both Lay and Hill believe that
some of Taylor's major accessi
bility problems revolve around
areas most people would not
take into consideration.
"One of the main difficulties
are doors," Lay said. "You

know, even small thresholds can
be difficult. If you're trying to
carry something on your lap;
trying to open a door and get
over even a tiny bump, ...it can
skew the whole equation."
Hill's main complaint is that
Taylor's bathrooms are badly in
need of attention. "Restroom
access on campus is awful...even
the handicapped restroom that's
in the campus center [Student
Union]. You can get in there...,
but you can't close the door
when you are going to the bath
room. What we want to do is
preserve independence and also
dignity for people," she said.
Lay and Hill also identified
other problem areas on Taylor's
campus, such as handicapped
parking. Lay said that she some
times finds parked bicycles or
motorcycles in the yellow-lined
sectioned-off area (which indi
cates a no parking zone) next to
handicapped parking spaces.
This is a major problem for Lay
because she -needs room for her
van's wheelchair lift to operate.
Without it, she cannot get in or
out of her car.
Hill added that she has seen "a
lot of people parking in handi
capped spots with no sticker.'t
The handicapped elevators and
chairlifts located in many cam
pus buildings have also been a
major challenge for Lay and
Hill. Individual keys are
required to operate the various
lifts, but by law the keys cannot
be left in the lift. According to
Allan Smith, vice-president for
business and finance, doing so
would subject Taylor to the pos
sibility of hefty fines.
This
means that anyone wishing to
use, for example, the elevator in
the Reade Center, must first go
to the Health Center where the
keys are kept-a considerable
detour.
Hill said that she has had an
experience similar to this with
the upstairs elevator in Rediger.
While still in her wheelchair^
Hill attempted to go to an
evening chapel during spiritual
renewal week. She successfully
got into the elevator,. only to
realize that she needed a key.
Like most people on Taylor's
campus, Hill was unaware the
key was kept at the Health
Center. Since the chapel was at
night, there was no one around
she could ask for help.
Fortunately, her husband was
with her and was able to carry
her up.
"I see Taylor's heart is in the
right place, but were not there
yet," Hill said. "[But] a building

with an elevator but no
key is still an inaccessi
ble building."
Lay believes that
another problem with
Taylor's lifts is that
there are no signs direct
ing potential users to
their location, and often
no labels on the devices
themselves,
which
makes them hard to
find. She said that there
needs to be more of a
"focus making sure peo
ple know what we do
have and where it is, so
that they are aware." *
Many of the lifts are
difficult to operate as
well. Lay once attempt
ed to use the downstairs
chairlift in Rediger only
to find that she could not
get it to work.
Despite Taylor's
numerous access issues,
the university is con
stantly
striving
to
improve conditions for
the mobility-impaired.
Smith stressed that
increasing access is a
priority,
whether
MIKE SCHUELER-77?e Echo
required by the ADA or
not. "There's what the Christine Lay, part-time secretary for University Relations, has been con
fined to a wheelchair since age two. She knows Taylor is improving it's
regulations tell you to
handicapped-accessible facilities, but still has a long way to go.
do, and there's the right
thing to do. We want to
do the right thing," he said.
ings to be accessible," Stoops
sible. The university could make
Stoops agreed, and echoed
said.
all the dorms accessible, Stoops
Smith, saying Taylor makes
Improved access isn't an easy
reasoned, but then other areas
accessibility a "very high priori
problem to solve, however.
would be neglected. "There are
ty." Stoops explained that much
According to Smith, Taylor's
too many spaces we can't get to
of the work going on in the DC
plan for improving handicapped
now that we are concentrating
to improve access was not done
access on campus is to resolve
on," he said, and "we do have
because Taylor was forced, but
accessibility issues one building
budget constraints."
because "we wanted it [done]."
at a time. He added that handi
Overall, Smith is confident in
He added that "...we're not wait
capped accessibility is always
Taylor's progress. He said that
ing for a law to tell lis we have to
taken into aocount when con
while many of Taylor's accessi
do something like that [improve
struction is concerned. "As we
bility issues have yet to be
access]."
have addressed each building,
addressed, "we're working on
Stoops went on to say that in
we have attempted to address
it." Additionally, Stoops noted
many instances mere compli
[handicapped access] as best we
that, "Improvement is a continu
ance with the ADA is not
possibly could."
al, long-term process."
enough. "Everything in the
Smith explained that to what
And a great deal of progress
ADA isn't always the best pro
degree access i * improved often
has been made. Stoops recount
cedure," Stoops said. "We do a
depends on the level of renova
ed some of the projects the uni
double check and make sure that
tion, and how elaborate any
versity has taken on in past
the buildings are accessible as
structural changes will be. He
years, including adding a ramp
we build them. The end is result
cited the Dining Commons as an
to Wheeler stadium, numerous
is, can the people really get
example. "Because of the multinew sidewalk ramps, a down
around in them?"
floored design of that building,
stairs lift in the chapel, ramps for
Stoops named Sickler Hall as
trying to make it accessible to
access into the Union and
a good example of Taylor's atti
every corner becomes a very dif
Bookstore, as well as accessible
tude. Sickler was exempt from
ficult
process; what we've
bathrooms in the administration
the ADA because it is a historic
attempted to do is make it as
building.
building. Taylor added a new
accessible as we possibly can
Stoops said that "If we have an
back to the building anyway,
within reason, without tearing
area that was a major problem
which included an elevator and
the building down and starting
for somebody, we would certain
handicapped-accessible restover again."
ly look at it and react as quickly
rooms. "We're going beyond
Stoops stressed the fact that
as we could... For example, [this
what the law really requires in
Taylor "must be smart about"
summer] we're making the
the sense that we want our build
which buildings are made acces
Carruth stage accessible for a
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Is Taylor prepared to help the disabled?
that is not able to use our camdisabled music student who's
fessor of psychology, spent a
tion at the university, and said
coming next year. When we find
week in a wheelchair as part of a * pus. I think we'd have a lot more
that she was "just bowled over
disabled students consider
out there is an area where this
cross-cultural psychology course
by the students..." She remem
Taylor as an option if it were
[access] is needed, we try to
he was teaching. Wickes com
bers one incident where she had
accessible. We're keeping peo
respond and make sure that they
pared the absence of students
dropped a packet of materials
ple away and that's why there is
can get wherever they need to
with disabilities on campus to
while on her way to the library.
so few of them..."
be, just like any student or per
the chicken and egg model.
A student who Lay said was
Hill continued, "Think of all
son. We don't want to restrict
Which came first, the chicken or
"pretty far away" and walking in
the
students that might come
the egg? In this case, is the lack
them if we can avoid it."
the opposite direction stopped,
here
if we were accessible, but
Aside from new construction,
don't;
...anybody who toured the
Taylor strives to accommodate
campus
and was disabled
disabled persons in other ways
wouldn't
choose Taylor-they
as well. Edwin Welch, coordina
couldn't."
tor of academic support services,
Accessibility on Taylor's cam
said that he does whatever he
pus
is an issue that can't be
can to provide students with dis
ignored
because so much is at
abilities the opportunity to par
stake.
The
more accessible
ticipate in Taylor's academic
Taylor
makes
its campus, the
program. As an example, Welch
more
diverse
it
becomes.
said that if an art student was
Accessibility matters, because
attending Taylor [the Ayers
the
dignity of those who are dis
building is not accessible], he
abled
must be preserved. "All of
would have that student's class
us
want
to be able to do as much
es moved to another, more
as
we
can
do ourselves," Lay
accessible location, or see if
said.
"There
is a certain sense of
of
access
on
campus
discourag
some other temporary access
turned around, and picked
satisfaction
to
saying that I can
ing
people
with
disabilities
from
could be provided. Welch said
everything up. He ^hen open
go
to
the
grocery
store by
coming
to
Taylor,
or
is
the
lack
that he is always looking for
both sets of doors leading into
myself.
I
can
get
in
the
building,
of
disabled
persons
insufficient
ways to do things better, because
the Galleria. "I find that's pretty
l
can
get
what
I
need
and get
motivation
for
providing
a
more
there is always room for
typical [here]," Lay said.
home,
and
do
that
task.
It's
sim
accessible
campus?
improvement. Welch thinks that
According to Welch, there are
ple,
it's
everyday;
there's
noth
Hill
believes
that
Taylor's
lack
though Taylor is not completely
no students currently enrolled at
ing heroic or grand or anything
accessible, "we're not seriously
Taylor
who are mobility . of access is at the heart of the
about
it. It's nice to have that
problem.
"We
talk
about
diversi
deficient either." He described
impaired, though there are .sev
option
in your life. There's
ty
a
lot,"
Hill
said.
"It
is
really
Taylor's level of access as ade
eral employees. This fact begs
something
about being able to
outrageous
to
think
that
there
is
quate and improving.
one question-why?
go
about
your
day-by-day activwhole
sector
of
the
population
New structural improvements
Kevin Wickes, assistant pro
ities-you
feel
aren't the only
•good
about
your
positive force on
self when you do
Taylor's campus,
those
things by
however. If you
yourself."
are mobility dis
Accessibility is
abled,
then
an
issue that must
Taylor's students
be
addressed,
may be your
because
one day
biggest asset.
we
.
ourselves
"The plus thing
might need that
about this cam
a c c e s s .
pus is the people
"Tomorrow, any
who are so will
one
of us could be
ing to be help
using
a wheel
ful," Hill said.
chair
forever"...people have
more,
or
having
a
run from pretty
limb
missing,
or
far away to help
in chronic painme when they
we don't know.
saw I was strug
We might as well
gling."
go
ahead and act
Lay said that
as
if
we're going
she has seen a
to
need
this stuff
great sensitivity
because
we
in Taylor's com
might,
and
some
munity. "...peo
body we love
ple's
attitudes
might,"
Hill said.
are very open;
"If
you
live long
they want to be
enough
you're
aware; they want
almost
certainly
to know."
going to have
Lay first came
physical
limita
to Taylor while
tions,
so
it's
not
her
husband
Blueprints courtesy of FANNING/HOWEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
'us
and
them'.
Robert
was
The renovations to the Hodson Dining Commons, as shown in these blueprints, include
We're all in this
interviewing for adding a chairlift that will make handicapped access a reality for those wishing to eat at the
together."
a teaching posi DC. The elevator and other handicapped features were open for business as of Wednesday.

THE COST OF ACCESSIBILITY:

ELEVATOR
30,000

AUTOMATIC DOOR

0,000

}9

Wandering
Wheels
Life in a wheelchair is
HARD, I know, because
earlier this week I spent
most of my day in one.
And after

nearly 12

hours of battling my
way around campus. I
learned two things. The
first

is to be thankful

for a simple gift God
gave me-the ability to
walk. The second is
respect for those who
don't have that gift.
My day started out
with

a

roll

from

Wengatz to Rupp. I'm
not the strongest per
son in the world, but
anyone who consistent
ly uses a wheelchair
must

have

massive

arms. I had to stop and
rest two times before I
was halfway. Getting
back and forth between
buildings was the hard
est part of my day.
After class, I sampled
some

of the handi

capped-accessible fea
tures on campus. I was
fairly pleased with all of
the elevators I used,
but I spent over a halfan-hour trying to get a
chairlift in Nussbaum to
work. I also had prob
lems using handicapped
restrooms. Perhaps I'm
inexperienced, but I was
unable to get myself
from my chair to the
toilet without using my
legs.
Overall, I wasn't too
impressed with Taylor's
accessibility.
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Hypocrisy practices what it preaches
KATE BOWMAN

Arts & Leisure Editor
"Christians are so hypocritical.
How can I take their beliefs seri
ously if they can't seem to?"
Most of us have heard this
protest countless times from
unbelieving friends. In fact, of
all the objections to the Christian
faith, this is the one 1 encounter
most frequently. Yet though we
Christians discuss, denounce,
and repeatedly beat this dead
horse of an issue, we have failed
to accurately pinpoint the prob
lem of ecclesiastical hypocrisy.
James S. Spiegel, Taylor's own
associate professor of Biblical
Studies, Christian Education,
and Philosophy, noticed the lack
of resources on hypocrisy avail
able to Christians. In response,
he decided to tackle the blemish
of hypocrisy head-on in his
book, Hypocrisy: Moral Fraud
and Other Vices, which was
released November 9.
"While apologists have done a
tremendous amount of helpful
work in dealing with the problem
of evil," Spiegel points out in the
introduction, "very little has
been written on the problem of
hypocrisy."
The first of its kind, Spiegel's

I couldn't
wait to see

The Messen g er :
The Story
of Joan of
Arc.
I
wanted to
see
the
flourishing torrents of talented
young actress Milla Jovovich. 1
greatly anticipated the sure-tobe-groundbreaking style of direc
tor Luc Besson. And cameos by
John
Malkovich,
Dustin
Hoffman and Faye Dunaway?
Oh, be still my heart! But more
than any of those things, I could
n't wait to see this movie because
I wanted to know what the "Arc"
in "Joan of Arc" meant. And you
know what? They never tell you.
Despite that glaring omission,
all of what 1 said before is true.
The story starts in medieval, wartorn France with, a devout young
Joan (supposedly pre-Arc) get
ting visions and miraculous signs
from God. She goes to church
religiously, confesses everything,
and generally enjoys fife. But

book determines to
break down the
complexity
of
hypocrisy and selfdeception
into
m a n a g e a b l e
He then
chunks.
analyzes
these
delineated concepts
through deductive
reasoning and the
examination of var
ious
theoretical
approaches.
Comparable to an
expository thesis,
the book begins
with
a
chapter
devoted to a brief
historical overview
of hypocrisy, in
cluding examples
from literature, phi
losophy, and theol
ogy.
The next
chapter provides a
working definition
of hypocrisy and
describes its root, its various
forms, and its debatable classifi
cation as a vice. The following
chapters take readers on a stepby-logical-step
progression
through the symptoms and stig
mas attached to hypocrisy, with
emphasis on deconstructing self-

deception and moral weakness.
The remainder of the chapters
are devoted to unpacking the
moralistic aspects of hypocrisy
and the implications sin, sanctification, and self-control have
on hypocrisy. The final section
delves into the reasons hypo-

when the British army burns her
quaint little peasant village and
brutally murders her sister, Joan
takes a turn in the "hell hath no
fury like a woman scorned"
direction. The movie fast-for
wards a few years and Joan is
suddenly a strapping 19-year-old
who's talking kings into giving
her armies to lead in battle. And
she proves herself more than
worthy, showing up burly war
veterans with her fighting feroci
ty. (Some may think this is
divine inspiration, but to me it is
a clear case of teen angst.) After
winning back much of France,
she begins to get a little fanati
cal—well, okay, a lot fanatical,
fler royal superiors start to ques
tion her usefulness, as they are
ready to make political bargains
with England. So the same King
Charles whose France she saved
sends the church to defame her
and then get rid of her. (I don't
think I'm ruining the movie for
anyone; this is all well-knownhistory. But if you don't know
what happens to her, don't read
the part where I say she was
burned at the stake.) And in the
end she was burned at the stake
in a political deal between
France, England, and the Vatican.
Milla Jovavich is engaging as
usual, though when the movie

starts asking surpassingly serious
questions about the validity of
her character, she keeps up the
moody facade and gets a little
left behind. She looks really
good in the beginning, with her
long blond hair and pretty eyes
sharply contrasting her beat-up
battle armor. And we like her in
all her horse-riding, swordswinging spunkiness. But asking
her to go insane multiple times,
interact with numerous bizarre
visions from
who-knows-what,
and be martyred, not to mention
carry on a conversation with
God, is a tall order that I'm afraid
the cast-for-her-looks Jovavich
isn't up to. To her credit, the
problems she had were really the
same ones the movie had as a
whole. It first
presents her
visions as definitively noble, but
toward the end she is forced to
answer questions about whether
the visions actually come from
God or from her own imagina
tion. Preoccupied with its spec
tacular visuals, the movie gives
only muddled, abstract answers
to these questions.
The supporting roles by
Malkovich,
Dunaway,
and
Hoffman are definitely cool,
though small. The real star of
this movie is someone never on
screen—French director Luc

crisy presents
such a problem,
for
Christian
apologists.
The book is
difficult to wade
through at times,
largely due to
the
enormous
volume of infor
mation, theoreti
cal studies, and
empirical evi
dence compress
ed into these
147 pages. Oft
en the main
ideas are broken
down deductive
ly in such detail
that it is possible
to lose sight of
the broader fo
cus of the book.
Several times, I
found
myself
overly absorbed
— in working my
mind around the individual
facets of moral weakness and
self-deception. Additionally, if
one is not accustomed to think
ing philosophically and evaluat
ing psychological concepts,
some thought progressions may
be tricky to navigate.

Besson (The Professional, The
Fifth Element). He gives this
dated story a shot in the arm with
a modem, colorful interpretation.
Besson's imagination flourishes
in a dramatic, mid-millennium
European look. When I see hors
es carrying elaborately adorned
knights across lush, rolling,
grassy fields to ruggedly stoic
castles, all drenched in the rich
oranges and reds of a sunset, 1
kind of forgive a movie for being
unable to answer its own admit
tedly hard questions.
What I cannot forgive, however,
is the movie's reliance on ultraviolence. Ever since Braveheart,

However, Spiegel does take
special care with explaining
unfamiliar terms and intricate
ideas to the uninformed. And in
the end, the necessary plodding
through heavier sections-is well
worth it. It is enlightening, chal
lenging, and convicting in its
content and exposition of a topic
that is often discussed, but sel
dom acted upon.
Hypocrisy isn't something
you'd take to the beach if you
were in the mood for some light*
reading. Spiegel's book is not
geared towards those whose
usual fare consists of comic
books-but nor is it only for hard
core intellectuals or philosophy
majors. . However, it is necessary
to devote significant time to
digesting the material in small
portions to enhance holistic
appreciation of the book.
At Hypocrisy's conclusion,
Spiegel challenges his readers to
stop the cycle of word without
deed. "What cannot wait... is
our own personal commitment
to avoid these vices," Spiegel
says. "The Christian's mandate
is as straightforward as it is a
profound moral challenge: be
morally serious, be self-con
trolled; and avoid self-decep
tion."

it seems that every medievaltype movie believes that in order
to be taken seriously, it must
decapitate or dismember every
possible extra. When a movie
cares so little about its characters
that it slaughters them almost
without a second thought, for
apparently no reason other than
pure sensationalism, it makes it
hard for me to care about them.
When it's all said and done,
The Messenger is a very nicely
filmed but forgettable movie that
never told me what the smack
"Arc" means. (Maybe Harry
Gensler would know). I'll give it
a Hamburger.

LOOKING FOR OFFCAMPUS HOUSING ??
Consider Briarwoodl! Briarwood apartments are clean, air-conditioned and
well maintained. They have well thought out floor plans with abundant storage.
You could even make your closet into a study room!! There is plush carpet in
the bedrooms and the living room, fn short - A nice place to live!
"ASK THOSE WHO LIVE THERE"

If you need housing for the 00/01 school year, we are taking applications
now. Please call Tom & Sue Schlee at 662-2432 for more information
That's Briarwood Apartments at Second and Payne - just a short walk
From Ivanhoe's.
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"quiet

.

music

should he

played
loudly.«
Cincinnati-based band Over the
Rhine stands by this adage of
their own invention, insisting
that the volume knob ought to be
turned up to maximize the impact
of their mellow, organic rock.
"The music that we write is
fairly intimate and confessional,
but it's hopefully powerful as
well," explains Linford Detweiler, whose contributions to the
band run the gamut from pianist
and guitarist to lyricist and com
poser to self-proclaimed "fear
less leader and cheerleading sec
tion." "Our music just seems to
make a lot more sense when you
really crank it up."
The principle behind this appar
ent paradox extends to other
aspects of Over the Rhine as
well. According to a press re
lease, the band is now approach
ing 10 years of "music and
recording, incredible insomnia,
and redreaming the world," a
legacy that has resulted in seven
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full-length albums, performances
alongside the likes of Shawn
Colvin, Cowboy Junkies and
Bob Dylan, and thousands of
devoted fans worldwide. Over
the years, however, this popular
ity and list of credentials has
been perpetuated solely by a
muted, deliciously clandestine
grassroots sneak-attack.
"We [are] primarily an under
ground phenomenon," Karin
Bergquist, lead vocalist, gui
tarist, and the band's co-founder,
says. "Maybe that's the beauty
of Over the Rhine. Maybe we're
an independent film, a handwrit
ten diary, a secret love."
Despite their long-standing sta
tus as an independent enterprise,
loosely bound to small record
labels only on occasion, Over the
Rhine is now poised to leap into
the forefront of the mainstream
music scene. "We've always had
our own vision for the band and
we never really waited around
for record companies to come to
us," Detweiler says. "We just
always put out the records that
we wanted to put out. We let the
record companies catch up when
they were ready."
Evidently, major record labels
are finally beginning to wake up,
and catch up, to Over the Rhine's
vision. Over the past year, the

band has been courted by several
major labels, considering the
offers seriously enough that they
canceled 1998's December Tour
to lay down demos for Capitol
Records. Detweiler says that the
band is in the process of negoti
ating a national record deal,
which they hope to sign either
later this year or early next year.
In the meantime, Over the
Rhine has kept its plate piled
high with opportunities to share
its art. The band members spent
this summer recording their next
full-length studio album, which
will be released next year.
Amateur Shortwave Radio, put
out earlier this year to commem
orate the band's ten-year anni
versary, is a "brooding, expan
sive, spy-satellite-on-a-string
collection of concert recordings
spanning the entire history of the
group" (from the press release).
Not content to stop even there,
Detweiler and Bergquist filled in
the gaps by touring with Cowboy
Junkies and will continue with
rapid-fire live shows until the
year is out.
Taylor students will have the
chance to experience one such
live performance firsthand this
Saturday evening, as Over the
Rhine brings its trademark can
dlelit, "wait-until-dark" show to
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S'mores
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Photo courtesy Over the Rhine

"...we're a

handwritten
diary, a

secret
love.
[karin bergquist]
Rediger Auditorium. The band
comes this time as a six-piece
unit, including staple members
Detweiler and Bergquist, as well
as Jeff Bird, a seasoned member
of Cowboy Junkies. Sprinkling
the familiar set list with new
songs, the show promises to

over the rhinefor

shakt up, b(kP
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Many artists spend several years experimenting with
different styles of music prior to signing with a major
label so that they retain their sound even after teaming
with label executives. Critically-acclaimed independ
ent group Over the Rhine has spent the last 10 years
doing just that. The result: a simple, pleading sound
that offers listeners an introspective blend of styles. A
perfect example of this ideal is 1996's Good Dog Bad
Dog: the Home Recordings. Focusing on lead singer
Karin Bergquist's smoky alto and instrumentalist
Linford Detweiler's lyrics, this album is literally the
fruit of their own innovations. They recorded the pri
mary tracks in Detweiler's apartment and then filled
them out in various friends' homes and recording stu
dios. The result is 13 tracks with a raw quality found
in few albums. Using a variety of instruments such as
guitar, cello, E-bow, and mellotron to back up
Bergquist's Sarah ^cLachlan-esque vocals, many of
the songs on this album exhibit Over the Rhine's char
acteristic homespun acoustic sound. However, before
the style cart become monotonous, the band also
throws instrumental and spoken-word numbers into
the mix.
To familiarize yourself with Over the Rhine before
the concert tomorrow night, wander the wing and try
to grab a copy of Good Dog Bad Dog. For further
insight into the band, visit their website at

exhibit the intimacy characteris
tic of Over the Rhine. "It will be
kind of dreamy," Detweiler says.
"Kind of a slow bum."
Slow burn, indeed. As an enti
ty, Over the Rhine can be
summed up in Detweiler's own
words. "We sort of have an inner
voice that compels us to move
forward and to do what we do,"
Detweiler explains. "We just
unapologetically try to be true to
that voice."
In doing so, the
band has proven itself to be a
smoldering fuse whose fire and
purpose have crept along silently
for years, gradually inching clos
er to detonation. The subtle
nuances of Over the Rhine's
quiet message are buried in the
languid tones of its music,
exposed bit by powerful bit as
the volume on the band's vision
is cranked up.

Now save
up to 30% on

State Farm
car insurance.
See me to find out how
you may qualify:

Dennis Roach
144 E. Main St.
Gas City, IN
674-9831

stfrml@bpsinet.com

http://www.overtherhine.com.
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-Rachel L. Martin
Over the Rhine performs Saturday, Nov. 20, at 8:15
pm in Rediger Auditorium. Tickets are $5 in advance,
$7 at the door.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.®
State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co.
Home Offices: Bloomington, IL
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• Adventure
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Impact
Cross the Pacific to a land
and a people who are
quickly emerging as a
new glofaai power. As
history rounds the corner
into the 21st Century, you can
be part of making the future
unfold for Chinese young people who
are searching for answers to life's
toughest questions.
For five unforgettable weeks,
youll travel, explore, teach, play,
work, laugh, sweat, talk
and cry—sharing every
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with your Camp China kids.
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You'll change each other's lives
face-to-face, heart-to-heart, for a
time, for a season, for eternity.
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Volleyball player shows true grit
SPORTS

SARAH HINKLE

Features Editor

We've all had late nights.
We've all had days where we
felt like we wouldn't be able to
open our eyes if our lives
depended on it. It's probably
even safe to say we have all fall
en asleep in class at some point
in our college careers. Don't
worry. I'm no stranger to it,
either. It's called sleep depriva
tion.
Erin Lastoria wishes what she
feels was merely a common case
of sleep deprivation. For this
senior volleyball player, daily
naps and a Saturday morning of
sleeping in cannot cure the
exhaustion she feels. Late in her
sophomore year, Lastoria was
diagnosed with chronic fatigue
syndrome.
"[With chronic fatigue syn
drome], you're just really tired
all the time. Even when you get
12 hours of sleep, you feel like
you've only gotten three,"
Lastoria said.
Insomnia also plagues those
with chronic fatigue syndrome.
"It usually would take me three
hours to fall asleep," Lastoria
said. "It's getting better; I'm
now down to about an hour and
a half."
Lastoria started playing vol
leyball in seventh grade. The
coaches recruited her to Taylor's
team out of high school, and
since beginning her college
career as outside hitter, she has
acquired quite a repertoire of
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titles to her name. She was
named All-Conference both her
freshman and sophomore year.
As a sophomore, she was also
named First Team All-Region
and Third Team All-American.
Throughout her years, she has
been named to various AllTournament teams.
During her freshman year,
Lastoria realized that she was
constantly feeling extremely
tired, but it wasn't until late in
the year that it showed up in tests
as mono. After resting all sum
mer, she came back to play again
during her sophomore season,
even under her extreme exhaus
tion.
"I don't understand how I did it
with all the demands the sport
puts on the body," she said. "God
gave me strength every day for
practice and games."
Erin was diagnosed with chron
ic fatigue syndrome that spring.
In the midst of the most success
ful year of her volleyball career,
the sport she lived for was sud
denly stripped away.
"It was the hardest time in my
life ever so far," Lastoria said. "I
basically didn't know who I was.
All my confidence was built up
in volleyball and that was gone.
I was really angry at God."
Forced to give up volleyball,
Lastoria spent her junior year
trying to get control of her illness
and her life.
"I really focused on getting my
identity through God," Lastoria
reflected. "I went to counseling .

Attention Local Bands!!
Are you interested in being recorded on a CD...
For FREE??
WTUR is puffing together a CD of fhe area's best musicians.
If you are interested in being featured, call Andrew or Cindy at 998-5263.

Now that we have your attention ~ check us out.
Many of our services are low or no tee. We even
have a surcharge free ATM located in Gas City,
next to Arby's.

«

Marion School Employees
Federal Credit Union

wvw.nisefcu.org
Gas City 677-9943

Serving Taylor faculty, staff and students, and alumni.
Experience the credit union difference.

I began to realize that my life
was worth something even if I
wasn't playing volleyball."
This spiritual identification
process was not an easy nor a
completely natural one for
Lastoria.
"I made myself sit down and
read my Bible every day," she
said. "That's what gave me
strength and peace. 1 had to
learn that you are a child of God
and that's enough."
By the end of the year, she had
come out changed, but all the
better for it.
"Seeing God's faithfulness
was one of the most amazing
things," she said. "I experienced
it daily. When I don't have the
strength to go on, that's where
God picks up. It gave me confi
dence that anything I face in the
future, I can get through it."
Angie Fincannon, volleyball
head coach, was also challenged
by Lastoria's perseverance.
"God is in control. No matter
what I wanted to do as a coach
or what she wanted to do as a
player, God's timing is not our
timing. He gives us talents and
opportunities, but doesn't prom
ise us they will always be there."
Today, Lastoria lives a fairly
"normal" life, though one that is
restricted by special diets (no
wheat, caffeine, or sugar), the
amount of sleep she has to get
(she goes to bed by 10:00), and
by popping at least 30 pills a
day.
"She's done everything med
ically possible," Fincannon said.
"She's been to the best doctors
in the field; she was taking 40plus pills a day. 1 saw she would
do anything to play volleyball."
And play volleyball she did.
After fighting a year-long battle
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Courtesy of ANGIE FINCANNON
Erin Lastoria, a varsity athlete on Taylor's volleyball team, plays
in spite of the chronic fatigue syndrome form which she suffers.
with this disease, she came back
to play in October of this year—
but not without wrestling with
the thought that she might never
be able to play again.
"I thought it was something I
needed to do. My health is still
not great and I am scared to
death that I will still get
worse...but at least I will never
have to wonder," Lastoria said.
Brittany Huyser, team cap
tain and the only other senior on
the team, echoes her coach's
view. "Erin doesn't take any
thing for granted. Every day
she's playing is a miracle. She's
such a refreshing addition to the
team. It reminded us of why we

all play."
Brittany Huyser, the team cap
tain, and the only other senior on
the team said, "It's been such a
blessing to have Erin back."
"If I had to go through it again,
I wouldn't change it," Lastoria
concluded. "As much hurt as
I've felt and the anger and pain,
1 wouldn't go back, and change
it. That's taken me two-and-ahalf years to say. Through God
I am a better person because of
it. I am such a different person."
Reflecting on the past couple
of years, Lastoria summed it all
up in one phrase.
"Gocf is there, he loves you,
and he is faithful. Period."

Team captain Jon Tabor said,
"All of our strict training
throughout the summer and this
The men's cross-country team
season
is now funneled into this
will be competing in NAIA
last
meet.
We are determined to
Nationals on Saturday. The mgef
outperform
ourselves and are
will be.taking place at the
looking
for
a
top four perform
University
of
Wisconsinance."
Senior
Mike Sandelin
Parkside in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
echoed
Tabor's
desire
for a fin
The team earned first place in
ish
in
the
top
four.
their conference meet against six
On the other hand, the
teams,
including
Indiana
women's
team has ended their
Wesleyan
University
and
season
with
third place in the
Huntington College. The confer
conference
meet.
According to
ence meet took place two week
Kristina
Ammerman,
team coends ago, and their win put them
captain,
the
women
missed
in the running for the national
going
to
nationals
by
about
one
title, ranking them fifth in the
place.
But
Taylor
students
were
NAIA.
very supportive of the women's
After a successful season, the
"efforts.
"We really felt supported
team is prepared to give the
in
our
conference
meet...It felt
NAIA Nationals
their
best.

good to be liked by our school,"
said Ammerman.
The team
placed 6th overall at the
NCCAA Christian Nationals.
There are 28 teams that com
pete in the NAIA nationals, and
although the women are ranked
21st in the NAIA, they won't be
competing because of the limit
ed number of at-large berths.
Both men and women compet
ed in the National Christian
College Athletic Association
final
meet last weekend at
Cedarville. The men finished
second overall, behind Malone.
The women ran their last race of
season and finished sixth, led by
senior Jody Thompson, who fin
ished the 3.1 miles in under 19
minutes.

X-country winding down
ABBY MCLAUGHLIN

Associate Editor
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Volleyball team on path to nationals
LUKE REIMER
Sports Editor
The Taylor volleyball team
defeated Indiana Wesleyan
University last Saturday in the
Mid-Central Conference cham
pionships. With the defeat of
IWU, the women jumped to the
21st spot in the NAIA national
rankings. The win also earned
Taylor a berth to the four team
NAIA Great Lakes Regional
Tournament, where Coach
Angie . Fincannon likes the
chances of the women advanc
ing to the NAIA national tourna
ment.
Looking back on the season
Coach Fincannon said her young
team has improved dramatically.
Fincannon said that the team's
inexperience may have hurt the
team early in the season, but the
leadership of Brittany Huyser,
Amy Croft and Cathy Leiva
helped Taylor to improve the
level of their play throughout the
season.
Fincannon sees the team as
being strong in both offensive
and defensive aspects of the
game. Offensively, she said that
Taylor has a multitude of
weapons, all allowing Taylor to
finish with power. However, she
said "I believe that defense wins
games" and believes that the
team's defense will be the key to

their success. "I think that will
really pull us through," she said,
"I'd be shocked if it didn't."
" Brittany Huyser, a first team
NAIA All-American, is also
enthusiastic about the team's
chances to win the regional tour
nament and perform well in the
national tournament. "I think
we're gonna win," Brittany said
about the regional tournament, "1
don't think we could be in a bet
ter position to win it and go on to
nationals."
This Saturday the Lady Trojans
begin by playing Tri-State
University in the first round of
the Great Lakes Regional
Tournament. In the finals the
winner of the Taylor/Tri-State
game will compete with the win
ner of the Grace/Cornerstone
matchup for the right to battle in
the NAIA national tournament.
Taylor had lost to Grace earlier
in the season.
Fincannon feels that the team
is not only is very strong at the
moment but also has built a
strong base for the future. Fifty
percent-of Taylor's team are
underclassmen and the team has
only one senior. The loss of
Brittany Huyser, the senior will
be difficult to cope with, howev
er, Taylor's growth in this single
year promises continued success
in the future.

Auditions for the play

Marvin's Room

directed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard
will be held on

Monday, December 6,3-6 pm
Sign up Sheet & Information in the CA Theatre Office
Open 9:00 am - Noon and 1:00 pm - 4:30 pm

KATE TUCKER-The Echo
Taylor's volleyball team practices Thursday for an upcoming match. The Lady Trojans hope to
advance to the national tournament with a victory in this weekend's Great Lakes Regional
Tournament. " I think we're gonna win" said senior Brittany Huyser when asked about the regional.

Trojan sports in brief
Football

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Taylor football hosts
Missouri Valley College on
Saturday in the first round of
the NAIA playoffs. Taylor
closed the regular season
with a 23-20 defeat of Trinity
International, The victory
gave the football program a
9-1 regular season record, the
best in school history. Coach
Wilt's Trojans are ranked
fifth in the NAIA and
Missouri Valley College is
ranked ninth. MVC favors
the run in a potent offense
and a 3-4 defense which the
Trojans have not yet encoun
tered.

The Taylor men jumped
to a perfect 4-0 record with a
victory in the Asbury invita
tional championship game
Nov 13. The men defeated the
University of Virginia-Wise
65-49 to earn the chance to
play host Asbury for the tour
nament title. Taylor turned in
a 63.9% shooting perform
ance including 76% percent
behind the three-point arc on
their way to defeating Asbury
91-45. Brian Ross led with a
game high 22 points. The
Trojans now prepare to host
the Taylor Invitational this
weekend.

The Lady Trojans forfeited
a 34-28 halftime lead to drop
a 75-71 to Cedarville college.
Taylor was led in scoring by
Krista Dennison with 19
points and Bridget Carlson
who contributed 15. Erin
Hutton rounded off the trio of
Taylor women scoring in
double figures. Cedarviile's
Kristen Rossotti set the pace
with a game high 24 points
and eight rebounds. With the
loss the Lady Trojans fell to
2-4. The Taylor women now
hit the road to play in the
Olivet Nazarene Invitational
this weekend.
-Luke Reimer .
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VISUALIZE

JODY THOMPSON

YOUR FUTURE AS A
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

Sport Cross-Country

LOGAN OFFERS:

Major: Chemistry, Secondary Education
Hometown: Prescott, Michigan
Family. Jody's father, Dean, drives for UPS and her mother is a teacher's aide.
Jody also has a sister, Jessica, who is a sophomore cross-Country runner for Taylor j
and a little brother who is a senior in high school.
Cross-Country History: Jody began running cross-country in her junior year of'
high school. At the NCCAA meet on Nov. 13, Jody ran a personal best of 18:59.61 for 5 kilometers. Jody

* Prominent, outstanding faculty.
* A strong tradition of academic
excellence and student success.
* Modern state-of-the-art facilities.
* Financial aid to approximately
90% of our students.
* Hands-on clinical experiences.
Logan also offers a B.S. in Human
Biology and an Accelerated Science
Program (ASP).
Prepare for c,r. exciting career in health care.

has not missed a day of running in 5 years and 3 months.
Jody on this year's team: " I have to say this has probably been the best women's cross-country team
that Taylor has ever had."
^

-Luke Reimer
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